
Big & Small

Artistic Animals

Creature Features

Pollinator Pals

Outback Adventure

Sense-ational Safari

Squad Goals

Big Cats & Wild Dogs

The animal kingdom is filled with creatures of all shapes and sizes. This summer
you'll discover how each one is specially adapted for its habitat. This week

campers will develop their understanding of opposites and learn that it's OK to be
different—and sometimes being different is an advantage.

Wild webs, nifty nests, and crazy colors! 
Crayons, clay, watercolors, and paint will help campers learn how animals use a
variety of shapes, patterns, and colors to survive in the wild. Come discover the

world of amazing animal artists!

Eyes, ears, nose... fur, feathers, toes?? Join us in comparing the unique physical
traits of animals to our very special traits. Campers can also create a creature of

their own by combining the traits they discover!

Birds, Bees, and Bats! These are a few of the animals responsible for pollinating
plants to make the food we eat. Discover the seed spreaders and pollinators that

help our favorite plants grow!

Say “G’day” to the Australian species that call LA Zoo home. Campers will
discover animals with pouches, mammals that lay eggs, and more! 

Senses are our specialty during this week-long adventure. 
Which animal can see a tiny mouse from over 200-feet up in the sky? Does the
animal with the biggest ears have the best hearing? And how can a snake smell
with its tongue?! Find out all about these sense-sational creatures and more!

Herd, clan, colony, mischief, or mob. For many animal species, teamwork is
essential for survival! Join our team as we learn about animal group dynamics!

Roars to meows! Barks to howls! 
What makes a cat a cat and a dog a dog? They have a lot in common, but their
differences are nothing to bark or purr at. Discover what makes cats and dogs

special as we get up close and personal with these amazing animals.

PreK - K
(must be at least 4 years old)

1st - 2nd



Animal Olympics

Rainforest of the
Americas

Planet Primate

Monsters & Dragons

Comic Creatures

Reptile Romp

Science Safari

Where in the World?

Can you jump as far as a kangaroo? Does your tongue stretch as far as a tapir’s?
Can you lift a tree like an elephant? 

Bring your energy and your muscles to the zoo and discover the strongest, fastest,
gold-medal-winning-est athletes of the animal world.

Get your rain gear ready! This week you will travel through the layers of the
rainforest to discover monkeys, tapirs, otters, and more! You'll discover the

special features of each layer of the rainforest and how the rainforest is important
to all of planet Earth!

Go bananas over this creative creature camp as we explore the 
wonderful world of primates. Become a primate researcher and uncover what

makes each primate unique, from the red-headed orangutans of Sumatra to the
spider monkeys of South America.

From the Monster of Loch Ness to the Komodo Dragons of the Los Angeles Zoo,
we’ll unravel the myths and realities of monsters and dragons during this crazy

week of creature camp.

What makes a hero heroic? What’s so villainous about villains? 
This week, you’ll meet some of the coolest creature-based characters of comics,
film, and mythology. You’ll discover what makes them tick, and create your very

own creature superhero or villain!

Slithering snakes and extra-large lizards! Become a Herptologist and discover how
reptiles move, what they eat, how they keep warm, and more!

Make observations and discoveries during this science themed week! 
Campers will conduct experiments and learn how to be a scientist while studying

our natural world.

Where in the world? Take a trek around the Zoo by using daily clues to discover
the habitats around the world that animals call "home."

3rd - 4th

5th - 6th


